0,50F Marianne de Béquet forgery printed in offset
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Introduction

In this article, we will present a forgery to deceive the postal service, printed using the offset process. We will first present this print mode before describing this postage stamp forgery called "forgery from Aubervilliers".

The principle of offset printing

Offset printing is a process that appeared in the late 19th century and gradually replaced lithography.

Offset printing is a method of printing in which the image to be printed is engraved on the printing form (the offset plate), then transferred to a rubber roller (the blanket) and then to the printing medium (usually paper).

The printing form has a base, often in aluminium, which serves as a support for two superimposed levels: a hydrophilic level (usually a salt) surmounted by a lipophilic photosensitive level (usually copper or a polymer).

In this printing process, the image copied on the printer form (most often by laser insolation) will be...
represented by the sensitive level, which is oily by nature, while the part without image will be represented by the hydrophilic level. The printing form will then be moistened (because the salt parts are only lipophobic if they are wet); the parts without pictures will fix water while the greasy image will repel water and accept ink.

Offset presses are usually made up of four printing groups for the four primary colours (yellow, cyan, magenta and black), but there are offset presses with up to ten units.

A forgery of the stamp 0,50F Marianne de Béquet to deceive the Post Office is known, which is called “forgery from Aubervilliers”. This stamp, printed using the offset process, is slightly greater than an authentic one (20,5 x 26,5 mm instead of 20 x 26 mm) and perforated 11x15.
bloc de quatre du "faux d’Aubervilliers"

lettre avec un timbre faux d’Aubervilliers et un blason de Troyes à 0,10F oblitérée fin 1974 (tarif lettre du 16.9.1974)

Of course, it is difficult to get accurate information about a forgery stamp. It seems that this stamp appeared at the end of 1974 and that it was reported to the philatelists by J.F. Brun during Arphila 1975.

Such unperforated and ungummed sheet stamps are also known:
It may be pointed out that there is an official note in the Post Office Bulletin of January 1980 indicating to postal agents this forgery (the date of publication of this note is surprising because this forgery is known on letter since the last quarter of 1974 and that the stamp 0.50F Marianne de Béquet was removed from sale in July 1978).

circulaire de la Poste signalant l'existence du "faux d'Aubervilliers"
Finally, let us point out a hypothesis suggested by Dr; GRASSET in *Le Collectionneur Philatéliste et Marcophile* on the possible origin of this forgery.

The company DALAMI had created a display advertising with two 0.50F Béquet stamps (see figure to the left) with permission from P. and T. who did not indicate that the stamp should not be reproduced in the colour or size of the original stamp.

The advertisements already printed were overprined (see figure to the right) and the printing plates used by the printer were delivered to the administration. But it is likely that another printing plate existed and that it could have been used to produce the Aubervilliers forgery, especially since the defects of the printing plates and the forgeries are identical (according to Dr. GRASSET).
Dalami fabrique depuis
longtemps des revêtements pour les sols
et pour les murs. Dans toutes les qualités:
Toutes les couleurs. A tous les prix.
Mais comme le choix est
difficile, Dalami a conçu et rédigé un guide:
Le seul qui existe aujourd'hui. 36 pages
de conseils, de croquis, de photos.
Pour ne pas vous embarquer
dans des dépenses inutiles. Pour avoir
les idées claires. Pour savoir exactement
ce qu'il vous faut. Et à quel prix.

Une fois que votre sol
et vos murs seront habillés, il sera trop tard
pour changer. Avant de vous précipiter
dans un magasin, il vaut mieux prendre
un crayon et nous écrire en joignant
2 timbres à 0,50 F :
Dalami, 78540 Vernouillet B.P. n° 4
Madame __________________________
Adresse __________________________
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Via da Vinci 20.083 – Gugliano (MT) Italie
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